Hawaiian Church Going to Israel and Jordan to Film a Pilgrimage
of Moses and the Israelites
Hawaiian Church going on a Pilgrimage, following the foot steps of Moses and the
Israelites call Bondage to Freedom. They are filming and producing the trip to bring to
those who cannot go. Their leader Dr. David Tipton (Waxer) is all about teaching the
word of God and equipping the saints.
August 19, 2015 (FPRC) -- Hawaiian Church, One Love Ministries on one of the islands of Hawaii
has a group of 15 going to Israel and Jordan to be apart of something that is real. There leader Dr.
David Tiption (Waxer) is all about teaching the word of God and equipping the saint. In the midst of
military leader, countries and religious groups from around the world boycotting and calling for the
annihilation of Israel these brave souls and their church stand with and support Israel and believe
what the Bible says about Israel.
The Bible has many references to Israel as the promise land. In the book of Isaiah it says Israel will
be saved. In the book of Revelation it says the end of end battles will take place at Valley of
Megiddo. This band of Christians from Hawaii will be making the pilgrimage, following the footsteps
of Moses and the Israelites through Israel and Jordan called Bondage to Freedom. They will be
filming and producing at the locations of the event of the Bible to share with others who are not able
to go themselves or to share the word of God with those who have not heard. The project has
overcome many challenges but has prevailed in the midst of headwinds. The struggle is real for
everyone but they know and believe all things are possible through God. They have been trying to
raise support but have been disregarded as our world moves farther away from God. To support the
group a crowdfunding has be started.
Contact Information
For more information contact Justin Rush of http://igg.me/at/bondagetofreedom/x/11207199
(http://igg.me/at/bondagetofreedom/x/11207199)
503.545.9917
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